
LOGO DESIGN  
Design original logos is what we do
for 20 years. Experience and knowledge 
in communication is one of our
competencies.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT WOOD  
Pochote, cedar or other soft woods
with a beautiful natural design
are our preference being careful
of cracks or natural holes.

BUILDING SIGN
Cutting, assembling and gluing the wood 
is an accurate woodcraft work.

SANDING
Make a perfect wood plan to start
to work on it.

DRAW LOGOS ON WOOD
Carbon paper or a projector for a perfect 
reproduction of the logo.

SIGN SHAPE
Give a particular shape to sign will give 
more visibility and original beauty.

CARVING
Router carving is the most visible effect
on the sign, when the project is detailed
or small we use chisels and gouges.

FINE CARVING AND SANDING
Using different cutters and sandpaper,
a lot of sandpaper, we finish the carving 
process and the details.

ANTI BUGS TREATMENT
At this point we treat the wood with an
anti-bugs product to protect it from attack 
by insects.

BASE PROTECTION OR PRE-PAINT 
Different projects can have a part of the 
natural wood color in the background or 
all varnished wood. 
To protect the wood, and give the paint
a more effective visibility and best color 
results, we use a transparent protective 
paint or a white paint base.

PAINTING
The colors are the final part of the sign.
We give several coats of paint to achieve 
the perfect color effect.

METAL SIGNS
We also produce amazing metal signs  
also backlit for a modern vision.

LIGHT SYSTEM
We design and realize wired lighting
systems using Led neon or Led Strips 
controlled by remote control or via wi-fi
for smartphones and tablets.

STRUCTURE AND INSTALLATION
Build wooden structures or metal
for the sign and their installation
is the final part of our work.
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Many years of Italian design experience and manual work, gave me 
knowledge to complete this passion with heart, mind and labor.

Now what you need is in my hands.

Giulio Raspagliesi
Raspadesign Ltda

Raspadesign Ltda - Nosara, Costa Rica
00506 8493-3280 - info@raspadesign.it

www.raspadesign.it


